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Extended Abstract
1. Introduction

The dialectic of mind and object means the recognition of both metaphysics
and reality, such that any knowledge is the result of the exchange of two
streams of mind and experience. This philosophical perspective, which was
of interest to Western and Oriental philosophers, has entered the area of
theorizing in the field of literary criticism and has embraced the constructivist
school. Gaston Bachlelard, a constructivist theorist, has developed a
discussion of mind and object in literary criticism of texts.
In “Dialectic of Mind and Object”, Bachelard acknowledges that mind and
object can create a dialectic in which everything is formed by confrontation,
and we go beyond those forms to analyze their position. Modern novels such
as Ayenehaye Dardar ( )آینههای دردارhave a psycho-philosophical position
because of their emphasis on subjectivism and the reflection of thought
through the flow of the mind. Thus, the analysis of such novels, based on
Bachelard’s dialectical method of the mind and the object, enters into the
textual and hyper-textual layers of the literary work and extracts its esoteric
meanings to distract readers from the apparent confusion of the modern text
and relate them closely into the novel.
2. Review of Literature

According to Bachelard's fictional reading theory, the critical reader can
achieve analysis and recognition of the text based on his/her own intuitive
perception of the text through the mind. Regarding this theory several
researches have been conducted, such as: works by Namvar Motlagh (2007)
that analyzes and investigates Bachelard’s theory of fictional criticism.
Tahvildari (2008) also worked on the analysis and criticism model from the
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point of views of Bachelard and other scholars. There are other studies
investigating the practical criticism, including Hashemi and Kohanmoei
(2013) that focus on the role of conflicting elements of the world in the
psychoanalysis of literary works. The following articles have also studied the
practical criticism: “The semiotics of narratice elements in Bijan & Manijeh”
with Illustration approach by writer (2018) and “The two concepts of water
and fire in “Hamnavei Shabaneye Orkester Choubha” by Sadat Hashemi and
Kohanmoei (2013) and other similar works that focus on the role of
conflicting elements of the world in the psychoanalysis of literary work.
But, there is no specific work regarding Bachelard’s “dialectic of mind and
object” theory that pays special attention to the psycho-philosophical
meaning of the text at the border between reality and the mind. This study
tries to provide a practical criticism of “Ayenehaye Dardar” by Houshang
Golshiri based on this approach.
3. Method

This study, using descriptive analysis, attempts first to extract and analyze the
textual codes and attributes through structural oppositions and then to analyze
the psycho-philosophical meanings of the modern novel of Ayenehaye
Dardar using Bacheard’s dialectic of mind and object.
4. Results and Discussion

The story is about a human that, under the circumstances, is separated from
its past and suspended between its two human halves in the present and in the
past. This suspense relates to a personal and social memory of the author's
past that made him psychologically incoherent and to find coherence, he
needs a transformation. Having a journey is the most effective way to do this:
a mental journey to myths and legends; a stage in which human perfection is
introduced and an objective journey to various countries in search of a lost
one that will bring this perfection to fruition.
Given its psycho-philosophical approach and its sophistication and
wandering modernity, the novel has a favorable context for conceptualization
and analysis through objectifying the subject. The novel is based on reciprocal
relationship dualities Inductive mind/objective rupture, confusion and
distress of mind/objective confusion, confusion of mind/objective confusion,
impaired life of mind/objective image of broken gate mirror and half mirror
image, exemplary and subjective love/true love, and subjective
philosophy/objective life are among the contradictions dualities discussed in
this article.
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To express his uneasy mind about modernity, Golshiri (2010) explores the
duality of industry (modernity) and nature (tradition), while explaining oldnew values; with this regard, he makes use of the concepts of myth and fable.
In this context, he analyzes codes such as demythologizing as a result of social
modernity repression, de-symbolizing the absolute love in modern times and
shedding light on his own and his generation’s shattered mind. Golshiri also
explores old/new values while exploring the old / new values while also
exploring popular culture, especially the category of myth, in order to
visualize his uneasy mind about modernity. And the myth takes refuge. In this
context, he analyzes codes such as the myth of the repression of social
modernity, the demolition of absolute love in modern times, and the
explanation of him and his generation’s shattered mind.
5. Conclusion

The novel is made up of the author's mental imagery and thoughts about the
devastating effects of events, phenomena, and objective matters of life in his
time. The mirror is a symbol of the contemporary failed human being, a man
involved in the events of industrialization, modernization, and at the same
time bustle, war and destruction. The main mirror in this narrative is a mirror
with a broken door. The fragments of this man's existence are hidden in it,
and reveals throughout the narrative, bit by bit. This clarity is caused by the
duality relations between the subjective and the objective elements.
It can also be said that this story is a narrative allegory of two types of persons
with dual opposites in face, belief and behavior. One is destructive characters
that are in some way dependent on power, modernity, and the West, and the
other are devastated characters, both of whom have finally fallen into despair
and regrets.
In the end, the general objection to the novel can be to the fact that the author,
in spite of his attention to the delusional course of modern writing, sets his
mind so free in some parts and He write his text freely and disorder so that
confuses the audience as far as they lose track of the story.
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